
THURSDAY 14TH MAY 2020 KIS Grade 5  (YAY-TOMORROW is SPIRIT DAY!)

Subject Learning outcomes MUST DO How will I know I am successful? Can do… (optional)

Numeracy 40 mins. Watch this video on Negative coordinate plane making.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NYrKJDYyfGo
In your math book on squared paper draw a similar grid that 
takes up the whole page with a RULER.  Label the 4 quarters 
or quadrants 1,2,3,4 according to this description in the link 
below and then label the x and y axis.  YOU MUST include 
negative numbers.
THEN using a ruler draw 6 objects of different sizes and 
shapes across the page with the coordinates next to each 
point eg (-6, +4)

Once finished Take a photo of 
this one page and upload it to 
seesaw…. So teachers can see 
your understanding of the last 3 
days math work.

(Next week we will cover three 
days of capacity #liquid volume 
which was also in the pretest…)

Colour it too if you like!

Also if you would like to look 
further at negative numbers, 
look at IXL grade 5 Section A

Questions 10-13 are all about 
comparing negative numbers.

10.00 with Mr Eric. If you have NOT decided on your ICT platform for filming you need 
to be on this call! Or email Mr Eric directly eric@edu.kis.ac.th
ONE WEEK from today, filming needs to be done…… 

UOI PYP X WEEK!        Designing your presentation
Review the timeline you wrote yesterday. Start thinking about the actual words you want to use. Write flashcards 
to help you remember the points you want to make, the important words, ideas you need to mention. How and 
when in your presentation could you refer to your mixed media slideshow or video? Do you need the camera to 
zoom in on this or around you as you are talking? If you wish you could draw a storyboard showing the images 
you want to portray just as they do in real documentary films. Choose a camera person carefully!
(G5B & 5C 1pm with their homeroom teacher on Hangouts! G5A individuals meet Ms C. -see schedule)  
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